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STOCK MARKET INDEX
Closing Price: 23 Jan 2019

-13.98 -0.82% | SHANGHAI 2,581.00
DJIA 24,575.62

+171.14 +0.70%

|

+1.30 +0.05%

| NIKKEI 20,593.72

FTSE 6,842.88

-58.51 -0.85%

LOCAL NEWS

62%

231,000

cars this year

Bank Rakyat MD

to leave in April, MED
looking for replacement

Malaysia´s exports of

timber, timber

products likely to grow
this year

Trade

is the number of
“Residensi
Wilayah” to be
built in Kuala
Lumpur

Perodua aims to sell

Corporate Entrepreneurship

10,000
unit

from business matching

Automotive

DID YOU KNOW?

was the
percentage of EEV
sold out of total
industry volume in
2018

RM50 mil sales

Entrepreneurship

Malaysia Halal Expo eyes

Automotive

bil

General

cecah RM23

Infrastructure

is the expected
sales from business
matching in MHE
2019

Technology

Eksport kayu balak,
produk kayu diunjur

-29.19 -0.14%

GLOBAL NEWS
Trade

RM50
mil

Entrepreneurship

FBMKLCI 1,688.14

German carmakers
look to go faster on
autonomous driving

Keep humans in good
jobs in the robot era

Japan, not China, may

be winning Asia's
infrastructure investment
contest

Blockchain platform
tracks food's journey

Google, SAP partner
to host social
entrepreneurship contest
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